COVID-19 precautions for student related activities
in the cleanroom
The lab tutor bring a packet with facemasks to each laboratory session. Packages of 50 facemasks
can be collected from Ernesto´s office in advance, do this with good notice. Hand out to the
students when convenient, preferably directly at the entrance.
The students meet outside the cleanroom entrance in their respective group.
Check if anyone is sick, if so, they are NOT allowed in. Please use the IR-thermometer, ask MfU
about it.
Hand out mouth protections.
Enter the lab in good order, group-by-group, putting on shoe covers.
The students can hang their coats and bags on the hangers to the left down in the cleanroom
corridor.
Valuables can be locked in if needed, there are lockers in the MfU kitchen. They can bring phones
or other valuables into the cleanroom, but phones must be in transparent zip-lock bags. Backpacks
can also be stored in one of the service corridors for increased safety.
Please remind the students to use the toilet before entering (and wash hands). They should also
drink water beforehand.
Let the students in one by one. They wash hands, put on cleanroom shoes, gloves and lastly they
put on a lab coat or an overall
Coats/Overalls can be found in the storage room next to the coat hangers in a box labeled
KURSLAB. The students can use the same coat for all of their consecutive sessions. They put a
pink nametag on their coat/overall and they can hang them on a marked area on the guest hangers.
The nametag stays on the coat/overall until the labs are finished. Coats/Overalls must be washed
in a newly installed washing machine when each student have finished their consecutive laboratory
sessions. The program is pre-loaded and can handle five coats/overalls. Use half a tablespoon of
detergent and press run. The program takes one hour to finish and leaves the coats/overalls dry.
Fold the coats/overalls and put them back where you found them.
Visors for your own protection can be found in the cupboard directly to the left in 3R88 or straight
forward in 3R26. Please clean the visors with the 70% ethanol found in the same cupboard.
After the lab session the students can keep the mouth protection on until they have left the
cleanroom.

During the lab session:
The best environment to meet the student is in the cleanroom air so the best place to go through
the preparatory questions is somewhere in the visitor corridor so that you do not block the
entrances.
Taking a coffee break during the session are not recommended as it would mean more work exiting
and entering the lab again and more consumables used. Please try to use the time at the instruments
effectively to minimize the need for running in and out.
If it is difficult to communicate due to the proximity to noisy machines or the visors, MfU has
acquired a two-way-six-unit communication system, which you can borrow. For more information
about it, please contact Örjan.

